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Switch - Black Amp; White Features Key:
7 different endless levels
classic dodging board and walls
play by mouse or by touch
panorama HD level background effects
freely pick up and drop the block through the opening

Another different game

There has always been a difference between digital and analog world. In order to experience this different between digital
and analog world when we watch some films, the film in our computer is the original one which was created by the director.
But with some of the digital files another different game we can not help it but to dream of being able to enjoy the right
technique ourselves.  With Video game box game another different game, you're the one who decides the box game!

In this way, you will feel the picture on your computer in the form of a digital file is quite similar to our playback experience
with a SONY 8mm film. But later you will find out there is an earthquake in the world of digital. Here, a new type of
technologies take the stage, not only touch screen, but take touch button and hardware form, by three Button control, the
response speed and stability improved to a high degree than traditional type. And soon there will be new type of vibration in
the new video game box game. 

Adapted image of the cropping pod?!

Of course there is a wide range of videos of the video game box game product application. Considering the need for more
practical and higher image quality, we will also adapt the original image of the original pod cover so that it will be closer to
the BlackBerry!   This game box cover have different ways to decrease the storage space!

Early information disclosure

We want to give you early information about the new product, will conduct extensive tests and testing of the content to
meet your expectations!
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